FlashVote helps you make a difference in your community
Results: General Park Usage
Survey Info - This survey was sent on behalf of City of Rancho Cucamonga to the FlashVote community for Rancho Cucamonga, CA.
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Q1
Which best describes about how often you visit a park in Rancho Cucamonga?
(669 responses by locals)

Options

Once a day

A few times a week

Once a week

A few times a month

Once a month

Once every few months

Once a year

I don’t visit them

Not sure

Locals (669)

4.5% (30)

16.9% (113)
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7.9% (53)
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Q2
How would you rate the overall quality of Rancho Cucamonga parks?
(667 responses by locals)

Options

Locals (667)

Terrible (1)

0.3% (2)

Bad (2)

2.4% (16)

OK (3)

16.5% (110)

Good (4)

54.9% (366)

Excellent (5)

21.6% (144)

Not Sure

4.3% (29)

Average rating: 3.99
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Q3
Over the last 6 months, which of the following, if any, have you done at a Rancho Cucamonga Park? (Select all
that apply)
(650 responses by locals)

Options

Locals (650)

Play a sport (Adult Sports League, Toss a ball around, Use skate facilities, etc)

11.5% (75)

Attend a city event (Car show, Concert or Movie in the Park, etc.)

18.6% (121)

Attend a private get together (Picnic, Attend a party)

18.3% (119)

Bring a child (Go to playground, etc.)

37.4% (243)

Bring a pet (Exercise my dog)

34.6% (225)

Organized Youth Sports (Baseball, soccer, football, etc)

11.7% (76)

Walk or Run

53.7% (349)

Relax (Enjoy the scenery, Eat a meal, etc.)

24.9% (162)

Other:

8.3% (54)
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Unfiltered responses
Rode Bike past
Disc golf at Ralph M. Lewis
older now...don't use parks as often when my child was young. Becoming grandparent, will in future
Park and then bike PET
I don't go to parks in RC
Photography session
Haven't visited a park in the last 6 months
Use the restroom
Bicycling
metal detecting (don't worry I don't leave any holes - you'd never know I was there)
None
Use gym in Center
ace softball at red hill park
senior activity classes
Used the Heritage Park Equestrian center
organized a picnic for a youth group
Dance Classes
Bicycling
My age and health no longer allow me to use the parks.
Bicycle
None
NoVisits
None. I don't go to parks
have not gone to a city park in several years
None
Bootcamp
don't visit

Took Classes
I have not been to any park in the past six months.
pokemon
Disappointed that i'm not able to comment, and limited characters allowed! Redhill Park is a mess!
Attended a Board meeting
Go to the Senior Center
Ride horses
I used to walk my dog at Red Hill Park daily until I realized he was picking up fleas there.
I would bring children more often if there were sun cover over the playground. The parks in the NE
Do NOT use comments about the state of the parks as an excuse to raise taxes. SPEND MORE WISELY!
I don't spend any time in the park.
N/A
Tennis
I haven't visited any parks
attend meetings at central park facilities
Have not visited, but live very near one
use the restroom during my neighborhood walk
None
Have not gone to the park
Watch a game
At Heritage Park, attend Alta Loma Riding Club Events and Rising Stars Equestrian Therapy Events

Q4
Any other comments or suggestions about Rancho Cucamonga parks?
(246 responses by locals)
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So glad the "lake" came back at Red Hill Park!!
a public pool
More police presence to keep riff-raff from loitering.
We desperately need more shading options at our parks. It would make them more usable during our summer months.
I think overall the parks are great. There are a lot, I have certain ones that I frequent. The only thing that bothers me is the cleanliness of
others. They have parties and leave the trash cans over flowing, food on the ground and this time of year the ants are all over. I know you
have city employees who come out and clean an they do a great job. Specifically the gentleman who takes care of day creek park. Always
there, keeps it in the best shape possible. Good guy!!
Do something with land by Central Park. Create walking space, outdoor skate rink, waterpark. Something
Central park is useless... no shade structures, no picnic facilities, no concert stage, no sports facilities, no wedding gazebo or ampitheatre.
Just lots of grass to be watered. If this is to truly be CENTRAL park, then it needs to be a true hub for community activities.
West Greenway park is the location I visit the most. While it is well maintained there are numerous dead spots in the grass... A little
fertilizer and 5 min more on the sprinklers wouldn't hurt.
Lighting could be improved in parks. Certain areas are quite dark when the sun starts to go down.
I live right up against the Greenway Park and right next to one of the cul-de-sac outlets that allows people to come & go into and out of the
park. I have often witnessed people pull up in my cul-de-sac, get out and go over to the benches and either meet someone there to do a
drug deal or sit there on the benches and light up and smoke pot. Parks need to be patrolled more. I NEVER see any city or police presence
at this park.
Police need to patrol the park and not buy just driving by or sitting in the parking lot. Like get out, walk around, conversations with citizens.
I'm glad we have them. Especially used them when my child was young
NOT ENOUGH Parks / Open spaces in RC - City needs to invest more into parks and open spaces
Build an aquatic park at Central Park. That land has sat for decades, do something with it.
Additional garbage pails along paths would be helpful when trying to dispose of dog waste
Love our parks. Thank you.
Not sure I think city residents should pay a fee to reserve the spaces since we already pay city taxes but I understand the funds are needed
to maintain the park facilities. There has to be other ideas of how to best fund the upkeep.
LOVE RANCHO CUCAMONGA!!
How about spending a little more on water for the grass, rather than pay increases for city employees?
I appreciate the excellent maintenance that is dedicated to our parks .
All the parks I have been to are well maintained and trash free. The only area I have seen for improvement is during the later spring thru
summer months it is much to hot for kids to use the equipment during the majority of the day. Having some type of shade would go a long
way in allowing more use of city parks during the daylight hours in summer when almost all kids are out of school.
We live near heritage park. It used to be a beautiful park. The drought is over but the park grass is as allowed to die. There are several
lights that were broken And have never been replaced. Orange cones cover where the lights should be. So sad to see the park look so bad.
The "naturalized" areas also look terrible.
The coyote problem in Rancho Cucamonga makes me fear going to any of our parks.
My hubby and I love the new bike tools at the senior center trail!!
Need a community pool, kids water park, spa
We love the parks my grandkids use them quite often for sports and stuff and we use the community center quite often for different craft
programs overall they do a great job maintaining and Parks
The walking trail at Heritage park is in dire need of new asphalt. It is eroding and becoming dangerous for slipping, with little asphalt
pebbles coming up.
well run and used by many apt dwellers.
They are all good parks , Thank you
The weekends are like a street fair at Kenyon Park. It is ridiculous that way too many are allowed to "live" all day at our neighborhood
parks. In fact, as a resident, I find it hard to enjoy this park because of the over crowding.
I am trying to understand why the parking lot has gates to lock, when most often when I walk in the morning, early before 7am, they are
not locked. Like only a few times a week when we walk by, do I notice they are still locked at 7am... the bathrooms are still locked (when
the gates are open) so I know no one has been by yet.

None
I heard you hired more personnel to clean the parks. Thank you. I always appreciate a clean bathroom.
The city has created an ordinance preventing drone flying and unfortunately small remote control airplanes are considered drones. These
planes are referred to as Park Flyers. I fly with several RC residents that respect the ordinance but do not agree with it. We are forced to fly
our park flyers in vacant snake infested parcels wherever we can find them. I would like the city to reconsider the ordinance or redraft the
ordinance that lay out very strict guidelines that allow for conditional use of at least some parks. Most people in this hobby are members of
Academy of Model Aeronautics and are covered by liability insurance. I respectfully request RC reconsider this ordinance or at least
consider finding a suitable location where we can enjoy our hobby. Thank you
Refresh bridle and walking paths after rain
Parks are for recreation and outdoor activities. some parks have wide open areas which would be nice if you could fly drones or model
aircraft. why are these not allowed?
Please bring back the memorial tree planting program at the parks. It is a beautiful way to remember a loved one.
We need community pool. More bike trails not in road types. The kind that runs behind houses connecting parks etc.
More baseball fields for little league/pony/travel ball
I love the parks! that is the draw for Rancho--100 million parks--so they're never crowded...families having picnics, baseball practice! Love,
love, love the parks
I frequent Vintage Park on Victoria Park/Kenyon - it's a great park but it's unfortunate when others leave their litter/trash behind.
Trash collection needs to be done more often during warm weather to avoid odors
Quit trying to figure out ways to get more money from west side of town
West side parks need attention.
They are not maintained as well as they used to be
I wish I had the time to visit them more often
Really like the new light code options/app on tennis courts and baseball fields. But for league use, it would be helpful to not block leagues
on certain nights. For example, Monday nights at Red Hill 90 foot field can only be turned on by Deer canyon LL.
Would like to have aquatic center in Central Park
Why do they not water the lawn at Central Park and let all the hard work that goes into making it beautiful go to waste? When are they
going to finish the landscaping on the banks around the Baseline perimeter where they removed the swamp grass? Why can't they
landscape the left side of the Baseline entrance to the park? Does the Rancho City Council fund these projects? The public should have
more input to these decisions !
Need to repair the walk around the park at Heritage park
We need a public swimming pool in Rancho Cucamonga. The parks are great but at summer time it would be good to have access to a
swimming pool
It would be nice to see the lake at Central Park completed, along with a bike/walking path around it. I feel it would be a great addition to the
City.
The parks are always very clean, however often times there are young adults smoking weed or drinking right near where the kids play.
Great parks. Nice and clean. Love the extra excersize equipment. Would love more park rangers/RCPD patrols at Vintage Park during after
school dismissal. It got really bad towards the last months of the school year.
Do not put the Mello-roos back on the ballot, please. The west-side cannot support the parks through such a tax. The taxes taken from the
rest of the city should support the parks on the west-side. Please clean up Beryl Park, kick out the homeless and clean up the park. Thank
you.
More dog friendly amenities.
Would like to see an Aquatic Center somewhere. Also would like to have a bocce ball court at Central Park/Senior Center. The bocce ball
court would be an inexpensive addition.
I hope this is not another fancy attempt to raise money for "parks".
LOVE the senior center and classes it offers. Would love to see a how to make stained glass and how to make quilt classes
Na
I live around the block from Church St Park and have visited it often when my grandkids were younger. Now I pass it often and make sure it
continues to look tidy and clean. It is always well taken care of and used frequently by young families for leisure and sports games.
Need more handicapped parking spaces & more handicapped accessible

The city should at least be responsible for cutting the grass at Heritage Park Equestrian Center. That is a real scandal that they don't least
provide for the cutting the grass!
We need a skate park. One with Pools for the kids to go to. Look at montclair skate and upland skate parks
The appearance of the parks have really gone downhill - grass not being cut or watered enough and in some cases allowed to die off.
I like the walking paths.
I don't know if the pacific trial is considered a park. I use the trail to run almost daily and love it.
The quality of the parks was so much better before the city went with outside contractors. It has really deteriorated.
We are grateful for the new Los Amigos Park in our area.
Heritage Park needs more handicapped parking spaces & more handicapped accessible. The slope to the fields is not handicapped friendly.
None
More water play activities for kids.
I was very happy when the asphalt at redhill was replaced. I would like the grassy areas kept green if possible I often like to bring a blanket
and have a picnic with my husband and dog.
Wish there was a way to have other park go-ers obey the bicycle path signs. I have almost hit toddlers, kids, pets, and even adults who are
not paying attention while walking on the bike paths. The "responsible" adults are being irresponsible in these cases which seem to be a
daily occurrence as I ride my bike. Since I'm venting - holidays brings crowds to our parks who don't seem to be locals. These "non-locals"
seem to disrespect our beautiful parks by littering and even driving their vehicles onto the park grass...well away from the parking lots. It'd
be nice for law enforcement to enforce that but I'm sure they have plenty of more important stuff to do so I'm not going to fuss too much
about these minor issues - just wanted to point it out.
We walk at Red Hill Park every other evening and have always found it to be well occupied, especially the playground, baseball and soccer
fields.
The parks are one of Rancho Cucamonga's most attractive features. Every effort should be made to take the best possible care of them.
It would be great if more parks had the dog fountain like Central Park along the PE trail.
Provide shade for the play ground equipment. Natural shade or artificial.
Please cover the playgrounds! We are a very hot desert they are unusable if not covered. Please build/add splash areas. Again we are a
desert and need areas to keep cool
I have seen alot of homeless and drug use in the parks. I have been going less all the time, because of this.. Need more patrol in the parks.
Need pool
I hit the wrong key on question # 1. It should have been good.
More Park Rangers, visibility of their work
I have been to most of the parks in Rancho Cucamonga over the past 20 years. My kids had sports practice several times a week for years
all over the city at many different parks. I walk several times a week at 2 different parks. I have never seen any of the park's grass look as
bad as Ellena Park, this has been going on for years. It is all weeds and is half dead most of the time. It needs reseeding and major TLC.
Need more parks with lighting to accommodate youth sports Need more parks designated for girls softball.
More police presence would be good as there have been multiple reports on community pages of strange men at several of the parks
watching the children.
The "city" needs to start working with the groups who are trying to help maintain the west side parks. Instead, the "city", is making it
harder for these groups to help. People like Dean Rodia and John Gillisen work against those trying to help. Those two are taking it out on
the wrong people. Help those who are trying to help, instead they make it harder on everyone.
We love them, but wish they all had that soft turf in the playgrounds instead of sand.
Get rid of the coyotes
I think disk golf would be a great enhancement for the city. This is a world wide sport with tournaments throughout the state and country. I
would also like to see adult badmitten added as sport for the indoor sport complex on San Bernardino road, or even within the Brulte Center
None
Have lights at all parks
Please put exercise equipment http://www.interpoolme.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/neon-green-gym-equipment.jpg It would greatly
improve your image as fun and fit.
More basketball courts

The soccer fields could use a little attention. They are not in line with our surrounding communities. The fields have clumps of grass/weeds
instead of a maintained surface.
Would like to see Central Park developed into a beautiful green space. I moved to the city 30 years ago a was promised a Useable Facility at
that location. The senior center was a great start would like to see the remains property completed.
Need off leash dog parks
With all the new home construction that's taken place in Etiwanda, particularly along East Ave (North of Baseline), it would be really be
great to have a park in our immediate community. The closest are Victoria Park and the park located at Banyan and Wardman Bullock. With
all the empty land located at East and Highland, it'd be great to have a park there.
I'm satisfied with the parks.
More tennis courts
Love Heritage Park and Red Hill
Need to be patrolled late at night.
May be add more lights
We love the fact that the city places a high priority on keeping parks as part of the community.
I live within Victoria.. the parks greenery used to be beautiful now it's all dying, plants have been removed for over a year, the grass is
brown the rabbits are gone they have no where to hide. It's just sad compared to how it was.
More shade is needed, water features
Many of the parks in the city are showing signs of wear and aging.
Coverage in the children play area during the hot months
Are we ever going to have a Central Park as was promised?
Water the parks grass
I am concerned as to whether the trees and grass are getting enough water. Also it would very be nice if there were more poop stations
around the city to make it easier for those walking their dogs.
Need some water feature, city doesn't have much in this
The children would really enjoy a cheap water park to enjoy during the summer, much like fontana has.
love the parks in Rancho Cucamonga they are the best..
None.
Need to have trash cans emptied more frequently in the Summer months
I've noticed at Victoria Arbors that there is a homeless man who sleeps and leaves his belongings in the Pagoda at the center of the Arbor
walkway. Hopefully the city can do something to help him move out of there.
Although I don't use the parks that much, I support them as I believe they are important for the community, and provide us some open
space, trees and plants (good for the environment).
I would like to see an outdoor gym. I have seen them in several other cities like Chino Hills and Covina. They are not jus pull up/push up
bars. They have machines that are built like outdoor play equipment but they have stair stepper machines, glider/cross country skiing type
machines, weight resistant machines and more. Great for fittness out in the fresh air. Would be great outside at central park since there is a
Senior Center with an indoor fittness center there and it has easy access to the trail there. Would also like the city to bring back aquatic
programs. Do not like having to go outside of my city for my kids to swim. If we aren't going to get a city aquatic center any time soon, it
sure would be nice to open up the high school pools for open swim and swim Lessons again now that the construction of the football
Stadiums and solar panels are all completed on their campuses.
Shaded play areas for the kids would be awesome. The equipment is so hot while the kids are on summer l.
Need more water features and shaded equipment for kids in summer.
Rancho Cucamonga's over all look is going down hill. The landscaping is terrible around the neighborhoods and especially at the parks.
Vintage park is the closest to me. The grass is gross green belts are being replaced with wood chip. Who's bright idea was wood chips?
Rancho is windy. Wood chips are everywhere after the winds. The city increase my taxes for landscape but it's worse then ever. City
workers stand around talking for at least an hour daily. I know this because I walk laps daily at Vintage and Ellena Park. Who's accountable?
Trash is everywhere, bushes aren't trimmed, and grass has dead patches. When I first moved here in 1999. Their were people working
everyday to make our city pretty. People that had to serve community service was picking up trash weekly. Maybe we need to increase
community service to make our city beautiful again and hire some people that take pride in their work. and why do we have city workers
and Magnilia workers?
I think our community's parks are exceptional. Just go to San Fernando Valley's parks (where I used to live) and compare. We are so
blessed.

Recently the dog park was closed, so I went to Fontana ' s dog park. They had a covered outside hocky/skate that seemed like a net thing
to do. Thnx
I live in the Northern Alta Loma area. The parks here, including Central Park are excellent
I have always enjoyed each RC park I visited since living here in 1991.
Make the paths in the Nature Preserve smoother! The rocks are so big, it's really difficult to walk in some areas. Do what Claremont did.
Their paths are far superior.
Better care of our one AND ONLY dog park in Rancho. I only went once and it couldn't be further away from where I live (Foothill/Vineyard)
and still be in the same town. It was overgrown with weeds, ugly and uncared for. Now I continue going to Upland, which is a lovely park,
well attended and self-policed for aggression, failure to pick up waste, etc.
When ever I'm driving by them they look very nice.
no
Include instruction signs on exercise equipment.
It would be nice to see dedicated or protected bike paths connect to all parks. It would make me feel safer riding my bike around the city
and get me to exercise more.
Our parks have never looked so bad.
More unique amenities please!
There is no park in our community(Rancho Etiwanda Estates) so we have to go all the way down on Banyan Park. I'm surprised that how the
city gave permission to these builders to construct homes without any community park.
With Empire Lakes closed, there isn't a local option for golfers within the city. Maybe a portion of a park could be converted into a driving
range.
Now there is a place for comments. I figured I'd better get them in when I could. More money should be spent on the parks as opposed to
building high rise training facilities for high-priced fire fighters, but then if you don't care for the park I guess it could start on fire!
We see a lot of broken glass at our local parks and the surrounding area. This makes it very unsafe for us to bring our dog and we have
concerns about children running where there is broken glass. We realize that it's impossible to immediately remove broken glass, etc., but
sometimes we see the same broken bottles for several days. Perhaps some volunteer efforts can be planned to clean up things like broken
glass.
In my opinion this city always has money for the fire dept. but not enough money to maintain the parks or provide shade for the
playgrounds or splash pads for the smaller kids. Where does all our tax money go?
Have dog poop bags available for owners to clean up messes.
Why is t the Pop Warner field as nice as the other parks? Why can't the city find a way to fund Central Park with all the revenue they get
from the electric utility they formed, or from the sales tax from Victoria Gardens? Also, not relatated to this issue but why the the Rancho
210 off ramps look worse than other city's close by off tueb15 that have less money? The Day Creak off ramp is embarrassing. Get off at
Day Creak to visit Victoria Gardens but there are weeds everywhere. It's a mess. A resident would get fined if their yard looked like that.
Thanks
I would love it if the parks had tenting for the kids play structures.
I love the walking/running trail & exercise equipment at hillside park.♡♡♡
The walking paths at Heritage Park need major improvements.
We have great parks, but they can use a little more TLC.
Not interested in adding any type of aquatic park. Central Park area left currently vacant would be great if utilized as a fitness style park
that resembles Red Hill.
Great parks, great maintenance.....additional sports fields would be helpful for youth sports....shut down skate park....too many drugs
Parks are generally clean, well maintained and well lit.
AYSO Region 65 deserves new fields. Rancho Cucamonga should have a water park or community pool by now. I've lived here since 97. So
overdue !
The bathrooms in the equestrian portion of Heritage park should be open for public use.
Cleaner bathrooms
Upgrade the care at Heritage from C to B.
This city has so many kids that we need clean, safe parks for them.
The parks need sail covers over the playgrounds. It is too hot in the summers to enjoy the parks. Not enough trees as well. The parks

people just sit around at times rather than clean the parks.
A lot of younger families are moving into the older parts of town, keep the parks and schools clean!
The RCPD should attempt to keep the homeless out of the parks. There are a few who just hang the all day and It really makes people
uncomfortable.
Bathrooms consistently dirty in my experience and parking difficult to find
The City is nicely maintaining the parks.
Not enough to do for older kids and teens. Where's the swimming pools and water parks?
This should separate which park we are voting about.
Larger trash cans or daily trash check. Clean off the picnic tables a couple times a week. Remove the homeless sleeping in the park
They are great and we used them more often when our children were younger.
Parks are well maintained and appreciated
They are all wonderful. Each one has unique qualities.
The walking trail at Heritage Park is a DISGRACE and is very DANGEROUS. Someone is going to hurt themselves there and sue the city...
more wasted money down the drain because the city is paying it's top salaried employees ridiculous amounts of money especially in
retirement benefits.
Rancho in general needs more lighting in public areas. There are too many dark areas at night.
We could really use a soccer complex field. It could be mixed use and include baseball diamonds, etc
Not at this time.
Even just driving by a few parks; everything looks clean and maintained. Park workers are going a good job.
There are signs to remind dog owners to pick behind their dog, why there are no sign to remind house owners to pick up behind their
horses? They make much worse mass?
I love the parks in my area (Lion Park, Red Hill Park, and Beryl Park). I visit them multiple times during the week and am very happy with
the services you guys provide.
Sometimes people leave dog poop. Something has to be done to fix this.
Great the way they are and for the money spent
Keep them up, they are an asset to our community.
Please, please, please, start re-investing in our parks. They are becoming run down and neglected. Our parks are an important part of our
city....they should continue to be maintained. And yes, I did vote for tax increase (even though it was a ridiculous measure) and should be
paid for out of existing funds.
You need more tennis courts! Why aren't you opening up high school tennis courts?
need to be more consistent on getting bathrooms clean and open early ( Daycreek park)
Central Park should have a public pool. Please visit rancho Santa margarita pool/park for suggestions!
We need more athletic fields, in particular the use behind Central Park. The soccer field down at Rancho Sports Complex has been out of
service far too long. Its disappointing that Vineyard and Rancho Little Leagues have to use local schools and that the City does not offer
facilities for them. During the construction boom there were a ton of opportunities that were not met there...
Water the grass.
basketball courts need new nets. parks need better lighting and converted to LED so they last longer.
Better lighting and more patrol at night.
Love the parks. Would like to see more done at Central Park to get it completed.
I enjoy all the parks. They provide a safe place to have activities.
I appreciate that most of the time the restrooms are usable.
Need to buy vacant lots around Wilson and Hermosa to turn into pocket parks with fitness courses so we don't have to drive to a park.
Water the lawns and improve turf on soccer fields and baseball fields!!!
Lighting needs to be addressed
More security during night and early morning hours would be helpful.

Please fix the Equestrian Park. It is getting dilapidated. We moved here because there was an equestrian area. It is has been sadly forsaken.
Our RC parks are great - just need the police to cruise by after hours when park(s) are closed, especially on the weekends and chase away
the "partyers".
The City does a great job taking care of the parks throughout the city. As Central Park is developed and if the burden of paying for the
development & maintenances is done as a bond measure I think it is vital that RC residents get exclusive access to the park. This sounds a
bit restrictive, but it is not unique to have this type access. Many parks in the East & midwest have these type access rules. I think if the
bond measure is presented honestly the tax payers of RC will agree that they should have exclusive access to the Park.
The City needs a sports park with dedicated baseball/softball fields for youth as well as actual usable full court an half court basketball
courts.
Not really any close to where I live and those that I can drive to aren't the type I am looking for. We need to make a park that is enjoyable
by all especially seniors. We need to finally get rid of all the wildlife in Central Park area and build the park.
For club sports, there always seems to be very little parking. Often, it spills overto residential areas. Can anything be done to
accommodate?
I love the fact that Rancho Cucamonga has so many parks. Some of them may need to be updated. Can we get rid of the sand and replace
it with the cushioned rubber stuff?
More security would be nice
Build Central Park
More city exercise programs on West side of Rancho.
We are happy with the quality, presentation and maintenance of RC parks!
The green is very brown in places. Maybe the sprinklers need some work.
In the Grapevine, give suggestions for scenic photography in RC parks, such as the lake at Red Hill Park.
Need more parks with lights
The skate boarders kids are kinda a pain they don't have any respect and expect you yo stay out of there way striker rules would be nice
Parking has been an issue the few times I've been. There are too few covered areas.
West side parks are sad compared to the east side. I hope in the future there is another effort to increase taxes so both sides will look
equal.
I am glad pond is back at Redhill, missed it! Parks are a great part of our community!
Parks are important to communities especially to young families!
Ample lighting for safety and keeping it clean, with trash cans around in busy spots.
Are we going to finish Central Park?
Need to allow small radio control airplanes that do not pose dangers to other park users-most baseball activities are more dangerous than
small park flyer type models
Build the park we have paid for 3 times. Central Park. Use our money as designated. Why do we have to look at the weeds and your
storage containers.?
Really like the changes at Red Hill Park!
Please bring community pools to rancho. We pay our fair share of taxes, so why does Fontana have so many different community pools and
we have zero? Also, please take bencheson Passos. In Terra vista neighborhood off of mountain view and Covington Place. They bring gangs
and teens wanting to smoke and drink to these benches late at night. Not safe , not healthy, not good use of pAseo space in any way.
Thanks!
Please make sure the sand is refilled!!! The northern Etiwanda parks have lots of wind and the sand ends up being gone quickly, causing
skipping and sliding off of the play areas. Thank you!
The parks like all city services are outstandingI love the convenience of all the park locations in the city and I think that the city does an excellent job of maintaining the park systems
and offering activities. Thank you!!!!
RE plant the grass in red hill park and refill the duck pond ! The drought crisis was made up nonsense and we've had more rain this year
than needed ! The wood chips bring bugs !
Some of the sidewalks are bumped up due to tree roots. Now that the grass has been removed the dirt is all over the sidewalks. It's not
attractive. Otherwise, we use and enjoy the parks and trails.
Love the new park on Medrone.

Shade over the children's play equipment would be nice. Picnic table areas would greatly benefit from being pressured washed regularly,
the concrete tables and ground is always very dirty with spills, etc
Please continue to support the parks
Parks are poorly maintained. Trash and debris are all over the place
Parking enforcement is out of control. Ticketing and towing for arbitrary reasons.
No other comment.
Very nice parks overall. Would like to see more calisthenics exercise machines and equipment. Exercise is a popular pastime in the Park,
more exercise options along the walking trails would be appreciated. There are machines made for parks & recreation that use your body
as its resistance factor.
Love the new lighting!
I THINK RANCHO CUCAMONGA HAS A GREAT PARK SYSTEM, LOTS OF PARKS AND WELL MAITAINED
We need more shade over the playground equipment, it is too hot during the summer months.
Build out Central Park!
Don't let th homeless and drug users take over the parks
to many homeless .
Parks are good
Maybe upsate some of the play equipment, keep trash emptied frequently, and bathrooms maintained.

.

Some parks in the City are better maintained than others. Play areas for children should have shade shelters so children can play on the
equipment during our hot summer days. The residents in the City should have (and need) an aquatics center - the promise to built this
feature in Central Park should be honored.
Love Central Park
We don't visit the parks as often when it's hot since there isn't much shade in the parks on the northeastern part of the city. Covered
seating and/or shade sails over the play structures would be great!
No basketball courts at Day Creek park
I would visit more often during the time I have available with my children, but it is during the hitter hours of the day. You may consider
getting shade sails installed over playground equipment. During the cooler months we visit the park much more than summer and fall. The
parks are great otherwise.
Please open more natural areas such as those at Heritage Park. We need far more open space on the south side of Rancho Cucamonga.
Red Hill Park has a lot of Homeless people. They pee in the bathroom sinks. Disgusting! The Alta Loma HS teens hang out there and get
high and drink stolen liquor from Stater Bros across the street, frequently! I did mention it to a Stater Bros manager. His comment was "we
do the best we can in monitoring our liquor area. It happens at all the stores." Then why keep the liquor next to the exit doors! At least I let
him know and got it off of my conscience.
the park nearest me is very important to the community, it is used regularly by people of all ages. Thank you.
The south entrance at heritage park won't fit a double stroller, which means I have to walk all the way to the north entrance to enter and
exit. I understand why the post is there, but I wish the entrance was wide enough for a double stroller (B.O.B.)
Please keep the park bathrooms clean. Thank you.
The fields need to be better taken care of. There are rocks and stones in the fields, dog poop...
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